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We report the theoretical calculations and the experimental demonstration of acoustic Bloch

oscillations and Wannier-Stark ladders in linear tilted multilayer structures based on porous silicon.

The considered structures consist of layers with constant porosity alternated by layers with a linear

gradient in the parameter g ¼ 1=v2
L along the growth direction in order to tilt the acoustic band gap.

The purpose of this gradient is to mimic the tilted electronic miniband structure of a superlattice

semiconductor under an external electric field. In this way, acoustic Wannier-Stark ladders of

equidistant modes are formed and they were experimentally confirmed in the transmission

spectrum around 1.2 GHz. Their frequency separation defines the period of the acoustic Bloch

oscillations. We fabricated three different structures with the same thicknesses but different values

in the g parameter to observe the effect on the period of the Bloch oscillations. We measured the

acoustic transmission spectra in the frequency domain, and by using the Fourier transform, we

obtained the transmission in the time domain. The transmission spectra of the fabricated samples

show acoustic Bloch oscillations with periods of 27, 24, and 19 ns. The experimental results are in

good agreement with the transfer matrix calculations. The observed phenomenon is the acoustic

counterpart of the well known electronic Bloch oscillations. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4871535]

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1928, it was shown, by using a semi-classical analy-

sis, that the dynamic of an electronic wave packet in a crystal

under the influence of a uniform external electric field dis-

plays a completely non-trivial behavior: It undergoes an os-

cillatory movement known as Bloch oscillations (BOs).1 The

frequency counterpart of BO are the Wannier-Stark ladders

(WSLs), a set of equally spaced frequency resonances with

the nearest-neighbor level spacing being proportional to the

intensity of the external field.2 The existence of these WSL

was first confirmed by numerical simulations using simple

one-dimensional (1D) models,3 and later they were observed

in the laboratory.4 The experimental observation of the BO

was achieved due to the ability of grown high quality semi-

conductor superlattices.5 The most important ingredient to

explain WSL is the wavelike behavior of the electrons.

Therefore, these ladders must also be observed in all classi-

cal undulatory systems. The existence of BO has been dem-

onstrated in plenty of systems described by a wave equation.

For instance, BO has been reported in ultracold atoms,6,7

Bose-Einstein condensates,8 light waves in photonic

crystals,9–11 and more recently in sound waves in phononic

crystals,12–15 proposing alternative ways to mimic the effects

of the periodic potentials under external fields.

The photonic analog of BO has been widely studied and

they appear when a photonic crystal is subjected to a slowly

varying refractive index or a geometric parameter modula-

tion, resulting in a linear tilting of the band structure. In the

same way, it is possible to achieve this tilting of the acoustic

band structure in phononic crystals. Different methods have

been proposed to tilt the phononic band to observe the WSL

and the corresponding acoustic Bloch Oscillations (ABOs).

Recently, was predicted the existence of GHz-THz nanopho-

nonic BO and WSL in systems formed by a series of coupled

acoustic nanocavities with lattice parameter changing line-

arly along the structure as a function of the position16–18 and

experimentally observed in samples of AlAs/GaAs grown by

molecular beam epitaxy.19 Surface acoustic waves in per-

turbed grating structures on a solid substrate and a layered

structure consisting of alternate plane-parallel glass and

water layers were used to study BO in the MHz range.20,21

However, porous silicon (PS) is fabricated by an easier tech-

nique and provides good flexibility in the design of acousti-

cal devices due to its tunable acoustic properties which allow

us to design systems working in the GHz range.22 PS can be

obtained by electrochemical etching of doped silicon wafers,

which allows the fabrication of several types of 1D porous

silicon phononic bandgap structures such as distributed

Bragg reflectors, microcavities,23 and rugate filters.24

In the present work, we demonstrate the theoretical and

experimental evidence of WSL in multilayer structures based

on porous silicon, with a linear gradient in the g parameter.

Theoretical results of the ABO in such structures are also

presented. First, we designed a periodic structure formed by

two kind of layers, a and b, tuning the second band gap

around 1.1 GHz using an impedance mismatch as large as

possible, in order to obtain the widest band-gap. Then we

applied a gradient in the g parameter of layer a, keeping it

constant for the layer b. Using this procedure, we geta)Electronic address: arriaga@ifuap.buap.mx
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localized modes corresponding to WSL, which are confirmed

by our experimental measurements of the acoustic transmit-

tance. From these experimental results, we calculate the evo-

lution of a Gaussian pulse through the structures to observe

the ABO. We obtain an excellent agreement with the results

obtained theoretically.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

In a solid, the acoustic waves can be either longitudinal

or transversal. In this paper, we only consider longitudinal

waves propagating through the PS. The propagation of longi-

tudinal acoustic phonons in a one-dimensional (1D) layered

structure is described by the wave equation

qj

@2ujðz; tÞ
@t2

¼ ðkþ 2lÞj
@2ujðz; tÞ
@z2

; (1)

where qj is the mass density, ðkþ 2lÞj ¼ qv2
Lj and u(z, t) is

the atomic displacement. Here, j is an index identifying each

layer. The mass density qj is a function of the porosity and is

described by qj ¼ q0ð1� PjÞ, where q0 ¼ 2:330 g=cm3 is

the mass density of bulk silicon and Pj is the porosity in the

j-th layer. The acoustic velocity dependence on porosity is

given empirically by25,26

vL ¼ vL0ð1� PÞk; (2)

where vL0 is the longitudinal velocity of sound in bulk silicon

along the (100) crystallographic direction and k� 0.5 is a

constant. In general, the parameter k depends on PS mor-

phology which in turn depends on the doping level of the Si

substrate.22 We calculated vL0 and the parameter k for our

samples, as is described later.

In each layer, lets say j, the solution of Eq. (1) takes the

form

uðzj; tÞ ¼ ½Aþj expðikjzjÞ þ A�j expð�ikjzjÞ�expð�ixtÞ; (3)

corresponding to waves propagating to the right (Aþ) and

left (A–). At each interface, this solution must satisfy the

boundary conditions related to the continuity of the atomic

displacement and stress, i.e.,

ujðdjÞ ¼ ujþ1ðdjÞ (4)

and

qjv
2
Lj

@ujðdjÞ
@z

����
z¼dj

¼ qjþ1v
2
Lðjþ1Þ

@ujþ1ðdjÞ
@z

����
z¼dj

; (5)

respectively. Here, dj denotes the position of the j-th inter-

face between the j and j þ 1 layers. The frequency x of the

acoustic wave is related to the wave vector via x¼ vjkj,

where vj is the speed of sound in the j-th layer and x¼ 2pf,
with f being the frequency in s�1. Using the matrix method,27

we can relate the amplitudes of the waves Aþj (traveling to

the right) and A�j (traveling to the left) in the j-th layer of the

system with the amplitudes of the waves in the j þ 1-th layer

according to

Aþj
A�j

 !
¼ Tj

Aþjþ1

A�jþ1

 !
: (6)

The transfer matrix Tj appearing in the previous equation

propagates the amplitudes through a layer with thickness dj,

mass density qj, and sound longitudinal velocity vLj, and is

given explicitly by

Tj ¼
cosðkjdjÞ �isinðkjdjÞ=kjv2

Ljqj

�ikjv2
LjqjsinðkjdjÞ cosðkjdjÞ

 !
: (7)

If we consider a structure formed by N layers, the total

transfer matrix representing the structure is obtained multi-

plying, in the appropriate order, a series of N transfer matri-

ces, each one given by a matrix of the type appearing in Eq.

(7). The obtained matrix relates the displacement vector at

the beginning of the structure with that at the end and repre-

sents a 2� 2 set of equations that can be fully solved.

With the above formalism, one can derive the acoustic

eigenenergies and eigenvectors. The reflectivity and trans-

mission spectrum of the structure can also be calculated as

the square modulus of A�0 and AþN , respectively, by imposing

as boundary conditions Aþ0 ¼ 1 and A�N ¼ 0. Here, 0 and N
label the first and last layers of the structure, respectively.

WSLs are observed in transmission spectrum (in fre-

quency domain) and they appear as a series of peaks for

given frequencies corresponding to the propagating modes

along the system. However, to demonstrate the ABO in the

time domain, we consider the propagation of a Gaussian

pulse through the structure. The Gaussian pulse is described

by gðf Þ ¼ expð�4p½ðf � f0Þ=r�2, where f0 is the central fre-

quency and r is the pulse width. In response to the incident

pulse, the time and spatial variations of the displacement

field u(z, t) inside the sample can be calculated according to

the scattering state method as28

uðz; tÞ ¼ 1

2p

ðþ1
�1

uðz; f Þgðf Þe�i2pftdf ; (8)

where u(z, f) is the displacement field distribution for each

frequency, which is obtained by the transfer matrix method.

Because it is difficult to measure the field distribution

inside the sample (it says nothing about the temporal field

distribution), it is hard to experimentally demonstrate the

ABO in the same way as in the simulation. However, since

the ABO inside the sample affects the time dependent trans-

mission spectra, the ABO can be alternatively demonstrated

by this way. Because we have results in the frequency do-

main only, we can use the scattering state method to obtain

the time dependence from the frequency domain of the trans-

mission coefficient. The time dependence transmission coef-

ficient can be obtained from

TðtÞ ¼ 1

2p

ðþ1
�1

Tðf Þgðf Þe�i2pftdf ; (9)

where T(f) is the experimentally determined transmission

coefficient as a function of frequency f. This equation is
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formally equivalent to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

method used below to determine the acoustic longitudinal

velocity, but it includes Gaussian windowing. In the experi-

ments, this windowing is done by the transducers response,

which has Gaussian like shape.

Here, we present calculations and measurements of

acoustic transmission and time evolution of Gaussian pulses

in both, theoretical and experimental results, as well as cal-

culations of the displacement distribution, and time evolution

of acoustic pulses inside the sample to demonstrate the exis-

tence of acoustic Wannier-Stark ladders and acoustic Bloch

oscillations.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Single-layer and multilayer porous structures were elec-

trochemically etched from boron-doped (100)-oriented Si

substrates with a resistivity of 0.007–0.013 X�cm. Room-

temperature anodization was performed using a 1:1 solution

of HF (40%) and ethanol (99.98%). Single PS layers of

thicknesses in the range of 60–100 lm and porosities in the

range of 42%–73% were prepared in order to measure the

longitudinal velocity as a function of porosity. The layers

were etched at these thicknesses to give a resolvable time-of-

flight for sound waves in the porous layer.29 The acoustic

transmission measurements reported here were done using a

Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). Each sample was placed

between two ZnO-based piezoelectric transducers with a

central frequency of 1.1 GHz and an operation bandwidth of

�500 MHz. The transducers consist of a piezoelectric layer

driving waves into a silicon pillar with thickness of 500 lm.

To couple the transducers to the specimen, deionized water

was used. The transducer front surface was aligned parallel

to the sample surface using two orthogonal microscopes, so

that the acoustic waves impinge normally into the PS layers.

The transducers were connected to the VNA ports and trans-

mission parameters were measured as function of frequency.

To measure the sound velocity, analysis of the transmit-

ted signal was done using the equivalent response in time do-

main, which was calculated using a FFT algorithm

incorporating both the amplitude and phase. With the fre-

quency sampling employed, we have a resolution of �2 ns.

The transmitted signal through a single porous monolayer

attached to the silicon substrate appears in Figure 1(a). Each

peak appearing in this spectrum can be identified if we con-

sider all the components in the experimental setup. The first

and strongest peak corresponds to the directly transmitted

signal arriving at a time t1 of �195 ns (Figure 1(b)). The

other peaks appearing in the spectra are delayed respect to

the first peak, and they are associated to one or more round-

trips in the coupling water (t2), sample (t3, t03; t003), substrate

(t4), or transducer (t5) layers. Figure 1(a) shows the transmit-

ted signal amplitude in time domain and the peaks associated

with roundtrips in PS and Si layers and labeled accordingly

to the scheme shown at the right part of the figure.

Thicknesses, d (PS layer) and D (substrate), were measured

by optical microscopy, and the porosities were determined

by analysis of the Fabry-Perot interference fringes from opti-

cal reflectance spectra by fitting our experimental

measurements and comparing them with our theoretical sim-

ulations for each sample.

The longitudinal velocity for the PS layer can be easily

calculated as (see Figure 1(b))

vL ¼
2d

t3 � t1
¼ 4d

t03 � t1
¼ 6d

t003 � t1

(10)

and, simultaneously, the longitudinal velocity for the bulk

silicon substrate vL0 can be also calculated from

vL0 ¼
2D

t4 � t1
: (11)

In Figure 2, we show the measured and calculated velocities for

both porous silicon samples with different porosities and the

attached part of the silicon remaining in the wafer. The squares

(circles) correspond to the longitudinal velocity for PS (silicon)

layers determined from Eq. (10) (11) using the measured times.

The dashed line is the average value (vL0¼ 8.44 km/s) obtained

from our experimental results. This value agrees with the

reported value for the velocity of [100] longitudinal waves in

crystalline silicon.26,30 If we fit the porosity data and the deter-

mined velocity (vL0¼ 8.44 6 0.02 km/s), to the semi-empirical

formula given by Eq. (2), we found k¼ 0.560 6 0.015. The

solid line in Figure 2 corresponds to this fitting. Our results

FIG. 1. Transmitted signal amplitude in time domain and schematic illustra-

tion of the different reflection paths in the layers forming the system.

FIG. 2. Experimental values of longitudinal velocity for PS single layers as

a function of porosity. Theoretical fit for vL ¼ vL0ð1� pÞk , k¼ 0.56 (solid

line), and vL0¼ 8.44 km/s (dashed line) corresponding to the average of ex-

perimental values for Si substrate.
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agree with those reported before using similar samples and

etching conditions.30

To demonstrate acoustic WSL (AWSL), we have con-

sidered three different structures, each one with a different

linear gradient on the g(z) parameter along the growth direc-

tion. This parameter is the equivalent to the dielectric con-

stant in optics. In the acoustic case gðzÞ ¼ 1=v2
LðzÞ, where

vL(z) is the longitudinal sound velocity at z.31 We fabricated

three different samples, obtained repeating periodically two

layers a and b with different porosity, and denoted as A, B,

and C. The number of periods considered must be large

enough to obtain well defined acoustics gaps. In the three

samples, layer b has a constant porosity of 73% and thick-

ness db¼ 1.01 lm; meanwhile the porosity in layer a, with

thickness da¼ 4.62 lm in the three samples, varies gradually

along the growth direction. The linear gradient introduced in

layer a corresponds to porosities variation from 43% to 55%,

from 43% to 60%, and from 43% to 65% for the samples A,

B, and C, respectively. The porosities and thicknesses of the

layers were chosen in order to obtain the first acoustic stop

band within the bandwidth of the acoustic transducers used

for transmittance measurements, i.e., between 0.5 and

1.5 GHz. A schematic representation of the g parameter as a

function of the depth in the structures A, B, and C is shown

in Figure 3.

For the fabrication of PS multilayers, we consider the

inclusion of “etch stops” or “etch breaks” where the current

is interrupted to stop the etching of the Si wafer in order to

prevent the depletion of HF. The introduction of these etch-

ing breaks is necessary to obtain layers with constant poros-

ity with depth.32 Since our samples include very thick layers,

with large mismatch porosities between them, the number

and length of the etch breaks are important to obtain homo-

geneous structures. We found that etch breaks of 6 s with a

ratio (etch break time)/(etching time) from 2 for low poros-

ities to 14 for high porosities are enough to minimize any

chirp in the layers.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The acoustic transmission and field intensity distribution

have been modeled using the transfer matrix method

described before and taking into account the effect of the

sample (PS-Si substrate), transducers (Si pillars), and In-Ga

eutectic liquid used to couple the transducers to the sample.

In Figure 4, we show the theoretical transmission spectra for

the samples considered here. The linear gradient imposed

over the g parameter in the structure leads to a sequence of

localized frequency levels, i.e., the expected AWSL. These

levels are clearly observed in Figures 4(a)–4(c). In Figures

4(d)–4(f), we show the field displacement distribution as a

function of position and frequency for acoustic waves im-

pinging from the left on the structures. Brighter narrow hori-

zontal lines correspond to larger acoustic field intensities and

they are the proper modes of the tailored acoustic structure

corresponding to the AWSL. The spacing between levels,

Df, depends on the tilt of the band structure. For the sample

A, which has the smaller tilt, the spacing between levels

obtained is �43 MHz. For sample B, this level spacing is Df
� 46 MHz; meanwhile for the structure C, the spacing level

obtained is Df � 50 MHz.

The WSL is the spectral domain counterpart of the BO.

A system having such a discrete sequence of frequency lev-

els with level spacing f is the acoustical equivalent of the

electronic WSL and is expected to exhibit ABO of period

sB¼ 1/Df. In Figures 4(g)–4(i), we show the time resolved

transmission T(t), corresponding to the time evolution of a

Gaussian pulse in the samples calculated using Eq. (9).

Values of 1.197 GHz, 1.157 GHz, and 1.113 GHz were used

for the central frequency f0 of the Gaussian pulse for the

structures A, B, and C, respectively. These values correspond

to the frequencies where the AWSL appear. From Figures

4(g)–4(i), we can clearly observe the oscillatory behaviour

of the transmission spectra. The transmission spectra oscil-

late in time with constant period s. The period of the ABO

(sB) obtained from these figures are: �23.5 ns for structure

A, �21.7 ns for B, and �19.9 ns for structure C. The period

of the ABO obtained from the spacing between levels of

AWSL using 1/Df is: 23.25 ns, 21.73 ns, and 20 ns for the

structures A, B, and C, respectively. Of course, different tilts

lead to different Bloch periods.

Experimental measurements of the acoustic transmis-

sion, using the experimental set-up described before, are

shown in Figure 5. We can see that AWSL appear as local-

ized modes in transmission spectrum for the three samples.

Apart from a small blue-shit, there is an excellent agreement

between the theoretical (Figs. 4(a)–4(c)) and the experimen-

tal results.

To probe the presence of ABO, we calculated the time

evolution of a Gaussian pulse in each sample as defined in Eq.

(9), substituting the experimental measurements of T(f). This

procedure allows us to obtain the time evolution of the trans-

mission spectrum, T(t), from the experimental values of T(f).
Time-resolved transmission spectra of the samples, with more

oscillating cycles, are presented in Figure 6. From this figure,

we can clearly observe the acoustic Bloch oscillations: The

transmission spectrum oscillates in time with a constant period

sB. Values for f0 of 1.260, 1.157, and 1.055 GHz were used for

samples A, B, and C, respectively, and r¼ 200 MHz for all

samples. We have considered different values of the pulse

width r, and we observed that the obtained results are not sen-

sitive to the value of this parameter. The role of the parameter

FIG. 3. Profile of parameter g as a function of the depth in the structures: A

(solid line), B (dashed line), and C (dotted line).
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r is to window the interval of frequency we are testing. The

oscillation period of the ABO obtained from the experimental

measurements are: �27 ns for sample A, �24 ns for sample

B, and �19 ns for samples C; against 23.5, 21.7, and 19.9 ns,

the values obtained from the theoretical simulations. It can be

clearly seen that the value of the period oscillation, sB,

decreases when the tilt increases, and this is because the mini-

band tilt gets steeper.

FIG. 5. Measured acoustic transmission for samples A, B, and C, from left to right.

FIG. 4. Transfer matrix calculations for transmission ((a)–(c)), field displacement distribution as a function of position and frequency ((d)–(f)), and time

resolved transmission spectra ((g)–(i)) for the structures considered here: A, B, and C.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

AWSL and ABO were theoretically calculated and suc-

cessfully measured experimentally in PS multilayer struc-

tures based on PS. The considered structures include a linear

gradient in the g parameter to emulate a periodic potential

under an external field. By introducing this linear gradient,

we observed the AWSL in the acoustic transmission spectra.

By changing this gradient, we tune the period of the ABO in

PS structures. This allows us to control the acoustic waves,

which is important in designing acoustic devices.
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